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ABSTRACT 
 
Ca•tal•y•sis 
 
by 
Mary Barton Nees 
 
 
 
The artist discusses the process of discovery that led to her Master of Fine Arts exhibition at Slocumb Galleries, East 
Tennessee Sate University, from March 19 to 23, 2007. Investigations in printmaking, mixed media, and symbol are highlighted. The 
work for the thesis show consists of nineteen, 30” hand pulled works on paper. All works are oriented vertically and floated in the 
frame. Of this collection, thirteen are monotypes, four are collographs, and one is a collage. Insertions include intaglio, brayer 
marking, encaustic wax, paper, oil paint, pen, and sumi ink.  Topics included are the artist’s thinking into the nature of creativity and 
the potential for art to speak into culture. The artist discusses some of her own process in this discovery exploring landscape, symbol, 
and abstraction. Included are a few contextual earlier landscapes of the artist’s, some examples of discovery, and a catalogue of the 
final thesis show. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A very early memory still moves me. I was younger than school age, standing on a train platform with a crowd of others. 
Likely holding someone’s hand, I stood there alone in awe. We were all dressed up for the exciting trip, our bags packed beside us as 
we waited. And then it came: WOOSH with braking screeches; and it took my breath away. I was transfixed as a huge Zephyr train 
came rolling in to a halt so very close to where I trembled. I did not close my eyes. Instead, wide eyed, I fixed on this strange and 
frightening thing. This is what I remember most: an insatiable curiosity and a determined wonderment at how in this world I could 
represent such a deep, shiny, light-transfixing color! I remember vividly knowing there was no silver like this in my beloved wax 
crayon box. This was not about trains, and it was not about wax crayons. It was about something else I did not know. I was at a loss 
and at a beginning both in the same moment. It is hard to put to words how this frightened and yet moved me. As I think on this now, I 
realize this was early evidence that I thought even then like an artist. I remember nothing else about this entire experience except that I 
was struck with wonder over how to re-capture the frightening mystery of this Zephyr onto paper. 
Having lived now--for what many cultures count as--a full lifetime, I am still pondering questions about aesthetic expression 
and its meaning. This thesis will put to language some of these questions about my views on the nature and the purpose of art; markers 
that have helped me understand what is good art; and finally about the discovery of my own aesthetic voice. I will discuss my aim and 
motives for expression, the incentives that have inspired me, and the manner of expression that continues to compel me. 
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THE NATURE AND THE REASONS FOR CREATIVITY 
 What is this thing called art, and why are some of us so compelled to do it? “Painting begins where language fails,” explains 
Gao Xingjian (39). This assertion points to what we are endeavoring to do when we switch out of words to another language of 
expression. Whether it is a five year old picking up a crayon, or a choreographer/sculptor/printmaker getting to work, we are all 
seeking to communicate with our hands and our meager tools things that can not better be put to words. 
Expression has long been a need of my soul, often bottled up and brewing. I remember sitting on the floor stitching those very 
words into cloth as young children played around me. I remember a phone call I got from a college friend shortly after the twins were 
born. She called from her law office in Manhattan to congratulate us on the birth of these babies. Not knowing how to talk much about 
babies, she soon changed the subject and inquired as to whether I had done anything creative lately. I wanted to respond positively--
but all I could honestly think of was the laundry piled on my drafting board in the basement; and all that I was immediately aware of 
was that the two year old and the four year old were arguing, soon to wake the twins. No, I had not done anything creative lately. Yet 
my body laboring and my heart yielding, my mind pondering…maybe the birth of these living breathing babies was positively the 
most creative thing I have ever yet done! 
This question posed to me about “anything creative lately” began a long discovery on the nature of true creativity; the nature of 
what it is that makes true art. Does one have to be making things that others value for the work to be called truly creative? Does it 
even have to be seen to be considered valuable? Is it a tangible object always, or could it be a thought that sits--seed form, or a 
kindness, or a prayer? 
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Some years later, I sat in a lecture at the Barnes Foundation where Fred Osborne, then dean of the Pennsylvania Academy of 
Fine Arts, talked about what it really means when we call a work original. He spoke of that word’s derivation: “something is 
original,” he said, when it “comes from its origin,” i.e. it comes out of its source. Therefore, an original work is never new in the brand 
new sense, but rather related to the taproot. An artist is searching for what is universal. He therefore does not, nor cannot pull 
something that never existed before out of the air. The artist pulls from what already is. Origin, the taproot, “is old stuff”. And original 
work, related back to its taproot is yet made new by the artist’s responsive involvement. “It’s not what it is, but what the artist does 
with it” that makes something original. This to me was profound stuff. Thoughts I’d already had were coming forward as I sat there 
among the African masks, the Picassos, and the Braques. Everything is derived. Everything comes out of what precedes it.1 True 
artistry is where one takes the stuff, laid out on the table of his own time, and puts together some new arrangement.2 
What artists did was always magical and beyond range to me, but this night opened my head to the probability that I too could 
do real art. What I needed was an opportunity to explore seriously my own voice in the context of what I’ve always had right in front 
of me. 
                                            
1 This idea was not entirely new to me. The two chapters at the beginning of the Hebrew Scriptures lay the stage, giving a detailed creation account. Hebrew 
writing poetically amplifies words by telling them in two ways, called “parallelism” (Harrison 966-968) i.e. a repeating of a first concept, which is then 
illustrated and expanded in the second expression. Often in the second expression (which is what happens in Genesis ch.2) the concept goes from a general, more 
global idea to a specific and particular involvement. As I’ve studied these two accounts I have come up with numbers of observations regarding the nature of 
creativity. That detailed work is beyond the aim of this thesis, except to note briefly these points: chapter one’s emphasis is God’s action: He is the subject of 
every sentence and He creates out of nothing or ex nihilo. In chapter 2, starting in verse 4, God (using His more relational name) describes and models a different 
kind of creating (also, here a different word) using the stuff on the ground already made. The Creator gets into His own dirt as it were, and He gives man charge 
to do the same. Before the chapter is done, Adam has already classified the entire animal kingdom and written a poem. This modeling and charge to man sets the 
potentiality for man’s own involved creativity; and is what Thomas Aquinas termed the “dignity of causality” (Fox 32, 79).  
2 Albert Barnes, who taught Fred Osborne said it this way, “A painter is an artist…if he is able to select from the work of his predecessors the forms which are 
adapted to his own designs, modifying them as his individual needs require, and recombining them in a new from which represents his own unique vision (17). 
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This was fine and good, but it was not enough. I needed also to know why I might want to take time and expense out of my 
later life to focus on this thing called art. I’ve done some very useful things with my time--did this not feel a bit like a Don Quixote 
ride? Now I’ve already said that from an early age I ached with a desire to express things that can’t be well said. But my logical 
(fearful?) head needed to be sure this effort was right for me. Some time along this way, I remember seeing a label in a Colorado 
museum that said “old time Plains Indian warrior artists say, ‘The picture is the rope that ties memory solidly to the stake of truth.’” 
These words hit me like an arrow. Truth is a very high value for me; frivolity less so. How is truth related to artmaking, I wondered? 
Is “truthful art” some discourse illuminated? Or is it wider and higher while simultaneously subtler? Following the metaphor in front 
of me, I considered that truth is not the point of the arrow; it is the stake to which the picture is tied.3 I have been moved numbers of 
times by some pictures that came alongside truth in the most disarming of ways. Effective warriors are creative and surprising. Could 
this not be the most exciting and important of adventures: to combine a language of aesthetics with the stake of truth? 
My research has only amplified my resolve that there is significant potential for one who will give herself to an aesthetic 
warrior life. “The artist is here to wake us all up,” says Matthew Fox (74), “The artist does this first by waking up oneself to what it is” 
(Fox 75). In Art and Fear it is said this way, “The need to make art may not stem solely from the need to express who you are, but 
from a need to complete a relationship with something outside yourself. As a maker of art you are a custodian of issues larger than 
                                            
3 Albert Barnes, a scientist before he became an art collector and educator, called this the “revelation of significance,” where the artist focuses to single out 
“whatever is moving or significant, and set it in a context of relations needed to reveal it’s intrinsic nature” (14). Rookmaaker adds this about the artist himself in 
this process, “The artist has to be honest. Certainly this is the minimum requirement. If an artists tries to conceal his true intentions, if he tries to show off, if 
there’s a sort of make-believe (as in many of the Salon pictures) which gives the impression that a work is a seventeenth century tradition, while in fact the values 
contained in it are dead to him, this is dishonesty. These things show in a work of art…an artist must show his own insight, his own vision, his own 
understanding” (Modern Art 238). Lastly, Flannery O’Connor is most succinct, “The basis of art is truth both in manner and in mode” (65). 
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self” (Bayles 108). I love how Van Gogh captured this same idea in a remark to his friend, “Look, Rappard, wither I am trying to drive 
myself, and wither I am trying to drive others too, is to be a fisherman on the sea that we call reality” (Auden 86). The Dutch Art 
Historian, H.R.Rookmaaker, explains this further, “The artist’s task is to reveal the deep, irrational secrets of reality, the reality 
beyond the material, behind appearances. At the same time he has the task of interpreting the times, to have a prophetic insight into the 
important trends and meaning of all that goes on” (Modern Art 205). 
But how does one do this and, more importantly do it well? The rest of this thesis will describe markers I have encountered 
along the way. 
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ART TALKS 
In the early 1990s I had the opportunity to be in a weeklong master class at an art colony in Minnesota with George Morrison, 
a former student of Hans Hoffman’s. George’s work is always marked with a deep horizon line, taken from his daily views of the 
great lake Superior. I have spent almost every summer of my life looking out at the stable yet always changing flat line of that lake 
where it meets the sky. I knew I would find resonance with George’s appreciation of that line in abstract arrangements. What I did not 
know at that time was that the tradition that schooled George, and the culture schooling us all, looked askance at art having any 
meaning beyond its own arrangement. At the beginning of this class each participant spoke briefly about what he/she hoped to gain 
from the time with George and the others. I said something about how I wanted to learn skill for I “had a lot to say.” The response was 
a dull silence. In my naiveté, I did not know that I had stepped into somewhat forbidden territory, or at least it was the kind of thing 
you did not put out before others, but kept close to your chest. 
Is it naiveté or is it honesty? It seems to me (and to every other uninitiated appreciator who goes up boldly to view a piece on 
the wall) that all art does talk. It may not talk well, or it may talk in spite of the artist not wanting it to, or it may talk differently than 
the artist intended, but all art is communication. I felt this in my gut then, and my research has only confirmed this.4 
For starters, Psalm 19 has been a foundational impetus for me as an artist. This song begins with a breakaway declaration that 
the heavens are constantly talking. Day after day, and night after night, there is a “telling” through the creation into all the earth. There
                                            
4 Kandinsky stated, “It is never literally true that any form is meaningless and “says nothing.” Every form in the world says something. But its message often 
fails to reach us…” (29) 
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is no literal voice heard, yet, there is “sound” (NASB, Psalm 19:4). Used here is a 
Hebrew word that is translated “line” or “cord” (Strongs 102)--like that used in a musical 
instrument; and in this context, that reaches to the end of the world. The Creator has set 
the stage and is sounding through His work again and again. The creation, the natural 
realm we can see with our eyes, talks continually, omnilaterally, generously, gently, and 
sometimes drastically.5  
Another example that has both confounded me and kept interesting me is Jesus’ 
use of parables. He, who claimed to be the Creator in human form6, chose to speak more 
often to the crowds in a poetic form called parables. It was in this way, choosing a 
language that was not so direct and literal, that He could capture attention and open 
hearts. He told stories and used common symbols out of their lives--like coins and fields, 
fish and weeds. Using things they knew, He could coax them to wonder about things they 
did not know but hungered for. These examples inform me greatly. And I do understand
                                            
5 These long-term meditations in Psalm 19 are my own and have fed me long before I had the opportunity 
to pursue this MFA. In doing my research this year, I came across a 1980 work by Seerveld, Rainbows for 
a Fallen World: Aesthetic Life and Artistic Task. He uses Psalm 19 as the basis for his thesis. 
6  John 10:28 “…I give eternal life to them…” vs. 30, “I and the Father are one.” John 8:58 “Truly, truly I 
say to you, before Abraham was born, I am.” 
Night Soundings, 2007 30x22”, 
monotype 
Go to catalogue 
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why my friends at the art colony don’t want to “be told” by my work, or likely anyone else’s. When art becomes a tract--when it 
becomes simply the means for a preset message, the listener is not invited in. The listener/viewer is being lectured to--and often badly. 
Such work, art with a determined point, is frankly propaganda. The Canadian aesthetic philosopher Calvin Seerveld says that with 
such work “both art and love are left behind” (Olive Leaves 35). Even the Russian revolutionary Trotsky recognized the problem with 
such efforts; he called it “tendentious art” (Seerveld, Rainbows 132) where the vision obtrudes and the knowledge is made explicit 
rather than imaginative. Parables, or likenesses on the otherhand,“tease the imagination into activity, suggest more than they say, and 
invite a transformation in perception” (Fox 102).  
Aesthetic languages, therefore, have the possibility of getting in and going farther than simple clear words seem to be able to 
do. Robert Motherwell, that great thinker among the modernists, compares communicating with words to the picture and says this: 
The language of discourse is linear, and in using it we find ourselves hard pressed to talk about more than one 
thing at a time; pictures, on the other hand, are tabular, and colors and forms can have meaning in several often 
seemingly contradictory ways at once. A strong painting or drawing means more than the sum of its parts…. 
(Flam 11) 
Particularly when the vision of the communicator is to try to get near big themes, i.e. issues of strategic or spiritual importance, 
aesthetic language is necessary, if not crucial. Somehow using the languages of art, we are not running the risk of super defining or 
formularizing things that involve such mystery. Great art to me has always been about big themes that the artist himself is wholly 
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inadequate for. Yet the artist finds himself driven to attempt a partial expression out a love or a drive that is impossible to shake. Gao 
Xingjian says, “Is it not the artist’s vocation to make visible the invisible?” (30). Van Gogh liked to quote Paul Gavarni who said 
similarly, “What matters is to grasp what does not pass away in what passes away” (Erickson 79). Such a grand task is this! 
Motherwell said more simply, “Paint not the thing but the effect it produces” (Buck 7). In other words, get as close to it as you can. 
When art admits it has the potential of language but that all it can best do is suggest, arouse, surprise, invite… the talking that 
it does is not didactic nor over prescriptive. The viewer is left with some of the discovery yet to do, and further ownership is gained. 
Emily Dickinson understood this in her own work, 
Tell all the Truth but tell it slant- 
Success in Circuit lies 
Too bright for our infirm Delight 
The Truth’s superb surprise… 
The Truth must dazzle gradually 
Or every man be blind- (506) 
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ART CHANGES 
The quotes I selected from a couple modernists in the previous chapter (Motherwell and Kandinsky) were exceptions to the 
rule of their time. Much of the critique of celebrated artwork in the era of my own life has bent to pretend that the work was not saying 
anything, even then as it said that very thing. In the art-for-art’s-sake era the “signifier eclipsed the signified” (Xingjian 33), and this, 
frankly because the artists told us there was nothing to signify. Refreshing to me, therefore, has been a newer admission that art does 
have a role not only to speak but also to serve. Suzi Gablik in The Reenchantment of Art, builds this case well and then extends it by 
elucidating the role and responsibility that artists can have in the community. Gablik highlights work that has participated with and 
lifted the viewers and work that has very clearly not done so.7 She celebrates work that has the community’s good in view. Is this a 
new ethic for art and is it an important one? 
Referring back to the two Biblical examples--God’s sounding through the creation and Jesus’ use of parable--the artwork being 
done there was not for itself alone but rather for potential service to the recipient. However, to require that every sound made, every 
parable spoken had to be effectual service to be called valid is more than I believe God requires of His own work. There are many 
intricate petals that fall in the wilderness that are never seen. There is much in the day-to-day telling in the heavens that is never 
apprehended. There is something in the working of creativity that does not always “have to work” to be valid. There is something in 
the simple joy of making things that has a glory of its own.  
                                            
7 She examples Richard Serra’s “Tilted Arc,” a monumental structure, a powerfully typical modernist statement, that yet roused the ire of the office workers who 
viewed it out their windows, “It dampened our spirits every day,” said one employee involved in the controversy over its eventual removal (Gablik 64). 
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Gablik’s points interest me, however, not only because they are current considerations but also because they highlight the 
difficult discussion about what makes “good art.” Every time and culture will have a different evaluation on what makes “good” 
because our evaluation of what is in front of us (and therefore what is yet needed) changes. The rationalism and the naturalism of the 
19th century gave birth to dada and surrealism. Surrealism gave birth to abstract modernism that celebrated the flat picture for its own 
sake. Soon minimalism came on the scene, attempting to glean meaning and order; and then with conceptualism the concept behind 
the work became the value. Out of this came postmodernism that challenged the very nature of meaning. Sitting in every one of these 
times the new vision of what was next needed made a good bit of short-term sense. Currently there is a hunger for art expressions that 
highlight or challenge our need for meaning.8 We are on moving ground all the time, and myopic pendulum swings are part of that 
reality. 
 If art is important language to culture, it of necessity must change regularly. Languages evolve to be effectual because people 
and their concerns change. Art making is process. I see this even as I read the Creator’s process in Genesis 1. There is a beginning 
point, and then there are steps and stages that move out of earlier acts. There is evaluation as the process continues that directs the next 
action. This is exciting to me, for creativity is, therefore, inherently responsive and builds as it moves in time. 
But the difference between how God responds as He creates and how humankind responds is the story of our sorry history. We 
have a systemic problem our Master mentor does not have: we are frail, fallen, and fallible. Often poets say this better than 
theologians, “Even while you insist on containing your water in those skins, your suits are always leaking,” says Jennifer Cutting in 
                                            
8 This is only a few examples; see Gablik and Rookmaaker for a better discussions of the evolution of art periods in search for meaning. 
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Songs for the Night Sea Journey. Our work, therefore, even our evaluations of what is needed before we begin to work are too easily 
flawed. One who knows this too well might find another excuse not to begin again. If we are observant, and if we will face it honestly, 
we have to recognize we are in certain trouble because of our persistent shortcomings. However, I find great encouragement in the fact 
that God repeats His mandate to us to be involved in creative work even after we have miserably failed.9 There is something very true 
and liberating about participating with the Renewer when we get involved in creative work even in spite of broken hands. 
To do art well for me required some thought on what minimum considerations are involved in making good art. This 
evaluation is tricky for at least two reasons already mentioned: we are faulty in our evaluations and we are on moving ground. That 
being said, I will make an attempt to summarize what has already been said that is of importance to me for this pursuit.10 
Good new art is possible in every generation. 
Good art has an important role to elucidate things words cannot say. 
Good art is related to truth, and the artist’s own integrity is necessary. 
Good art is neither prescriptive nor didactic. 
Good art is not directionless; it signifies something. 
Good art will be alert and contextual to the time it sits in; not tired nor trite. 
                                            
9 See the repetition of the command in the garden to “be fruitful… and fill” (Gen.1: 28) repeated to Noah after the great destruction (Gen. 9:1) and then again 
(Matthew 28:19) generations later. Time and breakdown did not change this opportunity we have. Indeed the work of our hands is expected and valuable, and for 
which we will be evaluated in the end (Revelation 22:12). 
10 I do this hesitantly aware, even as Kandinsky said, “…there are no basic principles nor firm rules in painting, or that a search for them leads inevitably to 
academism” (47). 
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Good art has the potential to serve others, but it may not. 
There is an additional marker I have given much thought to that probably needs be added to this list and that is the subject of 
beauty. And so, with some trepidation I will begin to address what I think may be of most importance for art to effectively speak. 
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ON BEAUTY 
Much has been postulated and written through time about this subject of beauty. I have not attempted to do (what certainly 
would be fascinating) a study on a basic definition of this word as it applies to artmaking.11 But I do know this: beauty is a component 
of work that moves me. I know it when I sense it. When beauty is apprehended I am stopped for several moments in front of it, and the 
experience feels as if time also has stopped. My eyes focus more clearly, my thoughts settle, sometimes there is a smile or a sigh. My 
mind is taken higher, like when a bird soars over the landscape. There is promise here when beauty is apprehended but it seems only a 
glimpse. Beauty is an appetizer before the meal. Beauty beckons to me that there is more ahead. Beauty is always a strange and 
moving comfort.  
Beauty is very difficult to define practically. I think there are no how-to manuals for it, and if there are they should be trashed. 
Discerning beauty is maybe hardest for me in my own work--and that could be precisely because I am trying to make it. If others see 
beauty in my work it totally confounds me before it thrills me. As one who seeks to speak without words, I value beauty; for I think it 
is the one intangible beyond everything else I have listed in the previous chapter that makes the work sail. 
However, this thing we call beauty is not an end in itself. It is not a value that can be dissected, nor do I think it is an absolute. 
I have noted my responses to things that I have called beautiful through the years. There is change in the apprehension of beauty 
depending on context, time, and need. Different times highlight different vacancies, and, therefore, different searches are required for 
                                            
11 One current source that has been interesting is the anthology Uncontrollable Beauty. I had not waded through enough of it before I started writing this chapter, 
but when I came to the Village Voice art critic Peter Schjeldahl’s article “Notes on Beauty” I was startled, for his approach in describing the effect of beauty, and 
some of his observations, are very similar to mine above. 
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what makes the heart rest. Quick drawings are now much more beautiful to me than finished paintings. There is something in the 
fleeting gesture that can send me. Recent years and the context of the culture we live in has caused me to respond to images and 
patterns of decay that I know in the 1960s I would not have even noticed. 
Beauty does not have to be tied to content directly. I know a still life painter who takes the colors and light on simple objects 
and makes them screamingly beautiful. There is something shown on the surfaces of the plain objects she sets up that transcends them. 
I remember seeing this same thing with awe as a teenager looking at Monet’s light-touched stacks of hay. Beauty may have some 
relationship to basics of harmony, unity, light, contrast, balance, etc.--the observable principles of good design--but it seems to flee 
formulas that are designed to produce it. There are thinkers and writers, starting with Kant, who talk about beauty being more an 
aspect of the mind’s perception than an actual quality of the thing being perceived. Nancy Weekly, in discussing romantic landscape 
artists, quotes Barbara Novak (borrowing from Kant) saying that to experience the sublime vistas these artists rendered was to have an 
“esthetic reaction” (Weekly 67). Thus, the beauty therein was in the viewer’s participation and response, not embedded somehow in 
the canvas and the paint. Agnes Martin was very direct about this:  
Beauty is the mystery of life. It is not in the eye, it is in the mind. In our minds there is an awareness of 
perfection….When a beautiful rose dies, beauty does not die because it is not really in the rose. Beauty is an 
awareness in the mind. It is a mental and emotional response that we make. (Martin 399) 
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The 19th and 20th century Romanticists mined this potential experience of beauty in their landscapes seeking to affect “humility 
magnified awe” through the depiction of natural cataclysms like lightening storms (Weekly 67). This was going well beyond the 
Kantian idea of beauty being an experience of “universal satisfaction” (Danto 26) and more onto the viewing edge of terror. 
Philosopher Arthur Danto speaks of the conjunction of beauty with the occasion of grief, loss, and death, which “transforms the pain 
into a kind of muted pleasure” (26). All of this makes sense to me and explains the response of quiet strange beauty I feel when 
looking at decay patterns or at the irregular patterns of window glass blown out by a hurricane. There is a hushed, troubled sense, but 
it is one mingled with awe. 
I now recognize that the Zephyr train was a strangely beautiful thing to the terrified 5 year old that I was. It arrested me, and it 
charged me with wonder and fear. I still experience that moment more than half a century later. It was a sign of things that are way 
beyond mortals. Maybe that is why this awe, or fear, is a response to strangely beautiful things. We are struck with how obviously 
small we are in front of a mysterious beauty. I once heard a line in a poem written by Rilke that resonated with me, probably because 
of that early Zephyr experience. “For Beauty is nothing but the start of terror we can hardly bear…” (Rilke 5). This, to me, is a quiet 
terror; it is a kind that does not bring revulsion, and rather it brings for me an intense curiosity that catalyzes investigation. There is 
always hope in this fear. The terror on the train platform, and that I feel almost every time I set to work, inexplicably moves me 
forward. 
I also have recognized that for me when beauty shows up, it seems intricately linked with a quiet longing. Why is this? Pat 
Steir has a good guess, “…every time you see beauty along with that beauty comes that sense of disappointment of life passing” 
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(Weidle 75). Yes, there is something about time in this apprehension. My soul hungers for beauty, is saddened by its fleeting nature, 
yet takes rest in the promise of what beauty points me to. And this to me is maybe the clearest thing I’ve come to on beauty: Beauty is 
a marker. Beauty is a silent usher. Beauty is a signpost that points to something else. Maybe that is why it is so illusive, while it is 
being allusive. The moment we try to enthrone beauty alone, it will disappear. 
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THE WAY IN 
Before I started graduate school, I had already begun many observations on creativity starting in the Genesis accounts and 
using other sources. I summarized the creative process, as it is there explained, and I then distilled it down to four tenets: Humility-
Wonder-Courage then Perseverance. This is my own construct, a sort of practical mantra and a reminder to me of the way in most 
every time. Humility is the essential prerequisite to remember who I am and what it is I aim to do--it is tied to that fear just discussed. 
Wonder is the active fuel that gets me inspired and eager--it is tied to beauty. Courage is what I need to press through the inevitable 
difficulties in this kind of warrior work, and Perseverance keeps me going toward what it is that will happen through the work of my 
own hands. I have collected through recent years some interesting quotes that illustrate these ideas. They are listed in the appendix. 
Obviously I take this work very seriously. I want my work to have a lightness and a heaviness at the same time, like the 
relationship between beauty and fear. I want it to have somehow a glimpse of that terror, or impending danger, at the same time that it 
lifts the viewer to want to go in--that there’s more, that the adventure is worth it. So for me, the landscape has always been a 
compelling stage set for these things.  
A case can be made for the human figure being a vehicle for sublime expression, but the landscape has always been the prompt 
that gets me thinking, listening, responding, and dreaming. The long view to the horizon, the irregular symmetry in organic forms and 
branches, the undulating ground, the peek past the thickets--these things excite me. Vincent Van Gogh talked about this same thing for 
his generation, 
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…all Nature seems to speak; and going home, one has the same 
feeling as when one has finished a book by Victor Hugo, for 
instance. As for me, I cannot understand why everybody does not 
see and and feel it; Nature or God does it for everyone who has 
eyes and ears and a heart to understand. For this reason I think a 
painter is happy because he is in harmony with Nature as soon as 
he can express a little of what he sees. (Erickson 76) 
This monotype13 is one of a series I did before entering graduate school. The site, 
called the Magic Forest, was a favorite woods where I would go to pray near our home in 
New Jersey. These monotypes happened really fast one day as I was concurrently 
learning printmaking in nearby Philadelphia. The mark making is hurried but deeply 
intentional coming out from hours and hours of brooding in that special place. There is a 
roughness, and brokenness in the line quality, as well as a fleeting aspect to the clouds 
that give this piece its emotive character. The ink reduced with mineral spirits gives such 
possibility for a freshness of value and texture as it is pressed to the paper. 
                                            
13 Monotypes are paintings done with ink onto a plate, in this case metal. The inked plate is then run 
through a press where paper receives the image. The paper is embossed by the plate edge, the image is 
reversed from how it was painted, and the edition is single hence the term “mono.” 
Indian Path 2, 2002, 6x6” 
monotype 
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This sumi ink sketch is more recent and shows not only a different local landscape 
in Tennessee but also a larger longer view of distance and perspective. Here the horizon 
is more readily seen and I am out of the thicket. Each landscape here is a field of ground, 
as if viewed by a watchwoman. The moods, the scope, and the geographic locale have 
changed, but what remains consistent is my passion for the ground I’m on as a stage for 
what I am thinking and for what I am yearning. I am not interested in replication. I am 
not interested in a pretty view. I am interested in letting the marks express, through the 
construct of a vista, the longings in my mind for things yet undone. Spots of beauty 
suggest this to me but coupled with this is always the ache of incompleteness. The 
investigations are not searches so much as they are recordings. As my skill is developing 
so is my confidence to abstract with a few strokes the sense of the place where I am 
situated with the moments in my mind. Abstracting serves my intent well as it simply 
suggests rather than describes. It gives the opportunity for me to visualize a sense of what 
I can put to words as already understood and expected / while not yet fully consummated. 
Every piece of aesthetic work that I do is about this “already/not yet” (Cullmann 86), and 
this framework of undenied reality mixed with sure hope is present in every meaningful
View from Buffalo, gesture 1, 
2006, 11x15”, sumi ink drawing 
with charcoal and gesso 
Longview Gesture, 2006, 
11x15”, sumi ink 
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thought that I have.14 
So the landscape view for me is a way of expressing this tangled, sometimes troubled view on the ground, looking beyond to 
the horizontal settled lines in the far distance that symbolize deeper time, distance, and perspective without denying the present reality 
of where I am sitting today.  
The impetus that motivates my work is frankly best put as a spiritually deep impatience. I am longing, waiting, sometimes 
wearily, but expectantly for what God is going to do to reveal himself into our trouble, to resolve all things on earth as He has 
promised. Glimpses of beauty pierce my heart with this longing; they are visual bekonings. The grievous failure of the human order 
both personally and globally only accelerates my desire for Him. This is why the natural vistas, especially the deep long views to the 
horizon are so refreshing to me. They literally loosen my spiritual broodings from fixation on my own concerns and direct them 
outward and upward. The “down loosen-er” has caught me again. 
I suppose I could have put on an MFA exhibit that was simply this: spiritually motivated landscapes, but I was eager to do 
more exploring, to say all this in bigger, possibly more symbolic ways. To me the dream of three years of immersion to pull out 
visually what is my own voice was an opportunity to test and to learn. A good deal of my investigation went into the arena of iconic 
symbol, discovery with new media, and further abstraction. But the landscape remains, at least hinted, in every single piece. 
 
                                            
14 This term “already/not yet” is a theological construct. First coined by Cullmann, it aptly describes the language for time used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
scriptures. It is a summary statement that resolves the progressive already established plan of redemptive history through the march of time. The present “now,” 
or “ today,” is always the point of urgent call in faith relative to what has already occurred and also what is still yet to be fully completed. For a detailed 
discussion of this see Cullmann’s Christ and Time. 
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THE DIRECTION 
The automatic direction of marks I typically first make on a clean sheet of paper is downward. Vertical, forceful strokes almost 
feel like cutting sometimes, strong, and even violent. It’s as if all that impatience I carry is being exposed, erupting and dividing the 
page. It has troubled me to observe and try to examine this. “This is not artmaking,” I critique myself, “this is therapy with a prettier 
name.” Maybe this is good for me, but could it serve any purpose for my innocent viewers? On considered second thoughts, I’ve 
recognized that my deep yearnings are not all inappropriate. It is a sign of reality: this place where we stand is crumbling! Families, 
nations, and the environment are all in trouble by our own hands. And cataclysms beyond our control seem to be increasing, like birth 
pangs. I’ve recognized that by making these marks I am maybe working out my own impatience, not only with the reality here on the 
ground, but also with God Himself. It is as if I am role-playing in some therapeutic attempt to force His hand. My anger certainly does 
not accomplish any righteousness of God’s! I take some comfort however, in the fact that some of the Biblical prophets struggled in 
their humanness the very same way. Moses was angry and had to have this addressed by the God who called him out. Jeremiah, who 
wrote such words of long hope, is often called the weeping prophet, authoring Lamentations. Isaiah had to have his own lips cleansed 
before he could speak for other ears; but then after they were cleansed, he still had deep emotion articulating the state of his own time 
and distress.15 The prophets are given to see and to say where we really are and where we need to go. I sense a kinship with them. So, 
                                            
15 Isaiah cried out to God, “Look down from heaven and see…where are Thy zeal and mighty deeds? The stirrings of Thy heart and Thy compassion are 
restrained toward me…Why, O Lord, dost Thou cause us to stray from Thy ways, and harden our heart from fearing Thee? Return…we have become like those 
over whom Thou hast never ruled, Like those who were not called by name. Oh! That Thou wouldst rend the heavens and come down, That the mountains might 
quake at Thy presence – As fire kindles the brushwood, as fire causes water to boil – to make Thy name known to Thine adversaries, That the nations may 
tremble at Thy presence” (Isaiah 63:15,17,19; 64:1,2). 
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do I suspect did Flannery O’Connor, who said, “In the novelist’s case, prophecy is a matter of seeing near things with their extensions 
of meaning and thus of seeing far things close up. The prophet is a realist of distances…” (44).  
So the long horizon for me is where I am looking; it is a realism of distance that ameliorates the realism of the present day. It is 
where Moses and Isaiah looked as well, even as they tread on their own broken ground. It is a symbol to me of a profound hope that 
comes out of a confidence in relationship with this inimitable God who is not tame but whom I have found to be trustworthy. And the 
vertical lines I bring so often into my work is a sign of this communion--yes, sometimes in abject frustration, other times with longing 
eyes and ears. The verticals and horizontals are symbol then of two realms: our journeyed ground and His intervention into it.  
This synthesis, down to simple grid-like from, which I started to appreciate in my own exploration, is not original with me. 
Mondrian took the grid format of horizontals and verticals seriously and elementally (Rookmaaker, Modern Art 123), as did Emma 
Kunz and Ages Martin, relating “the substantial to the immaterial and invisible” (De Zegher 24). There is something here in this 
simple construct of horizontal and vertical that resonates with other seekers. 
Another thing I have observed in my working style is a particular preference for weighted bottoms on the visual plane. The 
verticals move down to a ground that is thick and heavy. The ground is often fractured and broken. This kind of movement and 
placement is instinctual and informative to me. I have been fascinated with the reality of entropy since I first learned of it in a high 
school physics class. Like the “reality of distances” mentioned above, the second law of thermodynamics16 is to me a “reality of
                                            
16 http://www.entropylaw.com/entropy2ndlaw.html, this law states the scientifically observable phenomenon that, left to itself, all matter and energy moves from 
a state of order to a state of increasing randomness 
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brokenness.” Before I was ever interested in spiritual things, I was troubled in emerging 
adulthood, to observe that everything moves toward a chaotic state, and the fact of this 
ran directly counter to the hints of beauty that spoke so differently, and seemed to be 
traveling in a different direction. Beauty always seemed to stop the clock on decay, at 
least for a moment. Beauty and randomness seemed to be countervailing principles in 
some dance that extended into time. That increased randomness was actually a law of 
nature was fascinatingly curious, even as it troubled me. This became backdrop for a lot 
of spiritual investigation. I looked then for visual ways to highlight this decay. I took 
photos and did drawings of the lines in cracked paint, of dusty rivulets on dirty windows. 
I found crackling paper could give an effect of patterned decay into the ink surface as I 
printed monotypes.  
The weighted bottoms on these pieces as well as showing the pervasiveness of 
decay, also are a way for me to highlight this instinct of direction that moves from high to 
low. It is a sign of gravity, which is a reality we live with, and take for granted, yet to me 
Detail: Pick up your Bundle from 
the Ground, 2005 
Crunched foil, laid onto the inked 
surface, gave the texture that was 
subsequently translated to the 
paper. After this, red ballpoint 
additions added depth and 
heaviness. 
Go to catalogue 
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is very poignant spiritually.17 We are grounded, glued as it were, to this broken, decaying, 
and sometimes strangely beautiful place. These laws of nature to me are reality symbols.  
The artist, Agnes Martin, mentioned above, was a strong influence on one of my 
favorite contemporary artists, Pat Steir. Pat’s work is varied and thoughtful, turbulent and 
big, with strong vertical elements. John Yau says that she is “engaged with the forces of 
entropy and dissolution” (Yau 57). She says that the impetus for this work was 
introspective “I only knew, unconsciously, my playing field, which were my own mind 
and my own soul. I only knew a list of questions” (Weidle 69). 
Pat Steir philosophically and literally uses gravity in her pieces. The paint is in 
fact spread by gravity down the canvas as she flings it--a kind of spontaneous intention. 
For me the wiping of the plate, especially the collographs, becomes a kind of visual 
replication of gravity. I intentionally press harder at the top of a vertical plate, lightening 
the force as my arm moves down toward the bottom end. This leaves more deposit of ink 
on what becomes the ground in the orientation as I print the piece and step back.
                                            
17 Important backdrop to all this was a life-altering event that I know set all this thinking for me. In August 
of 1969, a close friend fell from a height to her death, near to where I was. This tragedy put a sudden halt to 
what had been to that point for me the luxury of a casual worldview about issues of life, death, and 
mortality. Her sudden absence put me on a deep search: a hunger and an urgency for knowing about things 
of eternal consequence. The whole reality of gravity for me carries a weight of significance that is beyond 
morbid and moves into its relevance for every human life--a sign, as it were, of where we are in our 
desperate limitations. We are all fragile and finite. 
Time and Mercy, 2005 
Collograph monotype with paper 
inclusion and frottaged line 
Go to catalogue 
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SYMBOL 
Early in my graduate work I became interested in the communicative value of 
symbols and signs as I studied early Medieval art. I started a notebook where I would 
sketch and record imagery that I thought might be coherent shorthand for my own time 
and culture. Van Gogh, who admired how Victor Hugo’s writings could speak so well to 
his culture, tried to do the same thing with his fields, sowers, and cypress trees.  
His goal in the religious painting at St. Rémy was to develop a 
modern artistic language that would suggest a numinous presence: 
hence his frequent painting of olive groves, often bathed in radiant 
golden light. As in earlier compositions like “The Potato Eaters” 
(1885), he felt he could suggest the divine without depending on 
traditional religious imagery. (Erickson 149) 
For me, and even before I started my symbol notebook, the knife form was an 
important construct. Similar to the violent vertical lines, this dagger form was surprising 
and important. It suggested a gravity of seriousness, or a sign of disruption. I was 
thinking of the making of covenant in the Old Testament biblical sense, where 
agreements were sealed and peace was secured through substitutional sacrifice. This idea 
Entry, 2004, 11x15”, 
Collograph monotype, with 
a knife form in front of the 
hand in the negative space 
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is far from anything culturally relevant in our time, but I kept feeling something drastic 
needed to be symbolized in a contemporary way to cut through the density of our own 
malaise.  
The Sufi Poet Rumi speaks of “the wound…where the light enters you.”  
The Christian writer Madeleine L’Engle, writing with face-on reality over life’s 
problem of pain, excerpts these lines from W.B.Yeats, 
But Love has pitched her mansion in 
The place of excrement 
For nothing can be sole of whole 
That has not been rent. 
(L’Engle 123-124) 
The knife form in the detail here was part of an earlier intaglio18 plate that I 
inserted into a collograph19 as a parallel sign of the above expressions. The knife was 
rendered to look old, ancient, now sealed and buried. It is set into a ground that is 
                                            
18 Intaglio, from the Italian word “to incise” is a process where the artist cuts into a metal plate using sharp 
tools and/or acid biting. Untouched areas on the plate that have been protected by acid resists will not 
receive the printing ink. Deeply incised areas take much ink for the darker values. The plate, once inked is 
run through a press onto the receiving paper. 
19 A collograph is a plate made of cardboard or paper that has been treated to receive an ink wiping. The 
plate is prepared for the inked image by a building up of layers as well as incising into the plate. 
Detail: Cuttings, 2004 
Collograph with intaglio inset  
Go to catalogue 
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fractured and cut from the outside. The marks are meant to look like text, foreign and 
weighty. 
I was looking for ways to symbolize brokenness that still held some hint of hope, 
but it seemed that the simpler I got the better might be the expression. Also, I started 
noticing how decay patterns, like water drippings on windows, or the crackling of dried 
mud had a certain strange beauty. For Pat Steir, the simple drip in her work is an icon 
(71). For me, the broken, tangled, but continuing line is a symbol of a spiritual continuity 
in the midst of decay. Like beauty, it continues even as everything crumbles.  
My discovery of symbol was moving from specific to more abstract as I searched 
for visual cues that might carry my intentions. Writing a paper on symbol, I was 
interested to come upon pioneer art therapist Margaret Naumburg, who said this, in an 
early work discussing art as symbolic speech,  
We have realized that …methods of expression, discovered 
spontaneously in different epochs, are found to include the use of 
abstraction as a means of expressing inner realizations: the use of 
simultaneity of focus rather than perspective, the intensification of 
the dynamics of movement by means of distorted line, and the use 
Bruised Reed, 2007 
Collograph monotype  
Go to catalogue 
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of “transparency” or overlaid images to depict what the mid knows 
to exist, rather than what the eye actually sees. (Naumburg 445). 
This has been exactly my own experience. Even the format I kept choosing with 
these long vertical papers (which others challenged me about, saying that it was a very 
difficult compositionally) seemed just plain important. These long vertical formats are for 
me like core samples: long slices of dug out discovery, that one then pulls up to analyze. 
The strong verticals, with the moving horizontals were symbols in themselves 
Then, another discovery in symbol revealed itself. After inking and pressing a 
plate to the paper, comes always the lengthy clean up time. To ink the monotypes I would 
use a brayer, and cleaning it would involve spraying the brayer with solvent and rolling it 
back out onto newsprint to empty off the ink. Often times, this rudimentary task would 
stop me in my tracks as I would be stunned with some of the patterns that occurred as the 
ink, broken by the solvent, was then rolled out onto paper into a descending continuum. 
They were beautiful, and they were also highly symbolic to me. I started saving some of 
these fragments, then pulling out good paper and actually re-inking the brayer to try to 
repeat these marks. I experimented with different solvents and different times--waiting 
for just the moment for a desired effect. 
Held by Jacob’s Mast, 11x9”, top, 
Among the Lampstands, 9.5x12” 
Discharging brayer prints 
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CATALYSIS 
The pieces here inserted are the result of moving those brayer experiments onto 
larger paper. I took a very large twenty-inch brayer, inked carefully and then spritzed 
strategically with solvent, just for the purpose of dissolving and discharging it directly. 
Taking a big gulp, I would lay it carefully onto a full sheet of art paper. The results were 
then worked up with encaustic wax20 to enhance, obscure, and to further define what I 
found in front of me from the random brayer patterns. Now things were really cooking, 
from thought to discovery, to selection and into composition. 
The title of my MFA thesis show is ca•tal•y•sis. I formatted it as in a dictionary 
spelling, for I learned of this word only last year during a critique. A friend looking at 
these large brayer pieces, finished and tacked to the crit wall, blurted the word catalysis 
and its definition. She said she had just heard it explained in an art history lecture about 
the artist Adrian Piper’s early work. “Catalysis,” she said was taken by Piper to mean “a 
field upon which something is about to happen.” That particular phrase excites me for it 
encapsulates in language, better than anything else I’ve tried to say, what I am after in my 
                                            
20 Encaustic is an old process where bee’s wax, sometimes colored with paint is worked onto a surface and 
then set with heat. It provides a translucency and subtle permanence that can be built up with layers. 
El Olam, 2006 
Brayer Print with encaustic and oil 
paint  
Go to catalogue 
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own aesthetic expression. I am laying out a field visually, in expectation of response. 
That this definition was given back as a summary of my work’s effect was very 
gratifying. According to the American Heritage Dictionary, catalysis derives from two 
Greek compounds: kata, or cata which means simply “down, downward” and luein 
which is the verb “to loosen” (219). Webster’s adds that the Greek word, transliterated 
lyein, also can mean “to release” (350). The word is a plural noun. The concept is, 
therefore, about a plural force or set of forces that is the acting agent and that remains 
unchanged by the action. What happens in this action is that everything on the ground 
changes through a catalytic loosening, or setting free via entropic movement. To me, this 
is a profound one-word summary of the spiritual longings I live with. I am presenting the 
problem visually of our corporate brokenness, and I am confident of change. 
The pieces here, using the apparent randomness of the brayer’s mark in its own 
dissolution, and the horizon line that comes about as the brayer expends it’s ink in a full 
revolution, is an exciting visual catharsis. Rachah/Brooding, 2006 
Brayer print with encaustic and oil 
paint 
Go to catalogue 
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SUMMARY 
From the time I first learned to work the press, there was a certain mystery in printmaking that was immediately addictive. The 
dependence on the press to reveal a reverse image and to transfer intention through layers and subtraction became a kind of 
constraining duet that eliminates some of my control and allows for the surprise of discovery. I am reminded of the creative work that 
happened as I yielded my own designs years ago to the full-bodied, heart yielding birthing of children--truly creative work. I am 
reminded of the idea that real art comes out of what’s laid in front of you, selections apprehended and appreciated, that you bring your 
own newness to in some inventive re-arrangement. And, I am excited about this symbolic idea of a Catalyzer, who alone can make 
ultimate sense and resolution out of chaos that is too much for me (Psalm 131).  
This work has an integrity that comes out of a long and very interesting personal process. It comes from a gut expectation that 
art can and must speak. Educator, philosopher, and aestheticist, John Dewey, said in Art as Experience, “We cannot grasp any idea, 
any organ of mediation, we cannot posses it in its full force, until we have felt it and sensed it, as if it were an odor or a color” (119). 
In this statement is the presupposition that ideas can be epitomized in some aesthetic way, that aesthetics (whether perceived through 
smell or sight, or any other sensual means) are necessary for communication, and all this only after the artist herself owns it. 
I have set forth in this thesis the philosophical and spiritual basis for my own expression. To me, all the thinking that went 
before was vital. Agnes Martin said something similar, “Behind and before self expression is a developing awareness in the mind that 
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affects the work. This developing awareness I will also call “the work.” It is a most important part of the work. There is the work in 
our minds, the work in our hands, and the work as a result” (De Zegher 31). 
My recent monotype work has all been faster and more intuitive than earlier editioned intaglios and collographs. I have 
considered that the faster work, where I am not thinking so much with a directive intention, but rather responding to what I am seeing 
in the last ghost image that remains from the plate’s previous inking, gives me the opportunity to abstract and to simplify as well as to 
enhance from an idea that was close but not yet singing. This work looks fresher and somehow more real. It is simpler. I am intuitively 
moving as I work these pieces out of the reservoir of all that has brought me here.   
The pieces in the catalogue to follow are all selected for display in my MFA exhibit. They are each printed onto paper--itself a 
symbol for its historically communicative nature, as well as its ephemeral temporal-ness. Unless otherwise noted, the print paper is 
Rives BFK white, 250 GSM. The paper sheets are all floated on backing board, and the edges therefore exposed to show each simple 
fragile whole. The style here is what developed as I explored the depths of my own voice and abilities, bringing to a visible surface 
fragments in representation. 
All this work carries the horizon line of place and time. All of it shows the disruption of breakdown and dissolution. I hope that in it 
there is also a sense of expectancy, for this is what I feel every time I set the pieces on the press bed. And this expectancy is what I 
feel in my spirit, hard pressed and tested. It surprises me too, but it is real.  
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CATALOGUE OF EXHIBITION 
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Ruin  
2007, 30x22”, Monotype with graphite 
This brayed and subtractively inked monotype is a 
bit of a departure from a number of the other pieces 
in this collection. I was working from a slide my 
husband took in a ruin in Pergamum, Asia Minor. I 
was with him when we explored this place in 1974. 
The place was pregnant with meaning. When I 
pulled this print and set it to dry, I did not think I 
had anything; but a good look the next day, showed 
some promise I had not at first seen. I worked into it 
with a sharp blade and then graphite. The title, 
“Ruin”, came to me and immediately I knew that 
this piece needed to be the first print in this show as 
it sets the stage for what follows out of ruin. The 
prompt for this is Genesis 1:2a.21 
                                            
21 “ And the earth was formless and void, and darkness was over the surface of the deep…” 
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Râchah/Brooding  
2006, 31x22”, Brayer discharge with encaustic and 
oil paint 
This is a large brayer print discharged onto Thai 
rice paper. Encaustic wax was added to the upper 
region and then scored and embedded with black oil 
paint. The lower region has a section where tinted 
blue oil paint was mixed with the wax and painted 
onto the surface of the paper. The word Rachah 
appears in Genesis 1:2b.22 The word is translated 
“moving, brooding, or fluttering” (Strongs 108). 
The verb is the active, and I think emotional, 
preamble to all the action that follows in that first 
creation account. Return to p.36 
                                            
22 “…and the Spirit of God was moving over the surface of the waters.” 
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The Moving of the 
Waters 
2007, 30x22”, Monotype 
This print was a result of an earlier pull that left ink 
on the plate. I was cleaning it off when I stopped to 
realize what I had on the top atmospheric part of the 
plate. I then worked in the lower ink marks reduced 
by mineral spirits, then held the plate vertically to 
allow the gravity flow of the spirits to mingle more 
into the ink. The vertical line was a stencil of paper 
placed over the plate before it went into the press. 
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Blood and Bone 
2005-06, 30x22”, Monotype with brayer markings, 
encaustic wax, and oil paint 
This piece was worked on over a period of two 
years to get it to a satisfactory conclusion. The 
initial brayer marks on the bottom section were one 
of the first elements. The top was a struggle. The 
final state is layers of encaustic wax over stenciled 
knife shaped forms. The wax that covers this is 
scored and embedded with a brighter red paint. 
Finally, diluted ink was brought down and woven 
into the bone like horizontals. This piece was 
worked onto Arches hot press paper. 
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Night Soundings  
2007, 30x22”, Monotype 
This print was a surprise. The top was a deep solid 
mixed blue-black that had been inked and then 
spritzed into with mineral spirits. After this, the 
large brayer was reapplied carefully, picking up 
some of the thinned ink back onto the brayer. The 
bottom layers were added with a smaller brayer and 
then marked into with a rubber scribing tool. It 
became to me an obvious illustration of the Psalm 
19 declaration that the heavens are continually 
sounding, day and night. 
Return to p.12
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Their Line Goes Out  
2006, 30x22”, Brayer discharge with encaustic wax 
and ink pen 
Besides the clear wax encaustic brushed on the top 
area, this print needed little added to finish it. The 
brayer is old and slightly crazed with tiny lines. 
When the ink has a thin layer these interesting 
markings show up. I reinforced these lines in the 
paper with a pen. The title also comes directly from 
Psalm 19:4. 
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In Entropy 
2006, 30x22”, Collage  
This piece started with two small brayer discharges, 
one in black the other in a tinted green. On top of 
this was layered another brayer discharge done on 
parchment that was then cut out and glued. There is 
a partial zerox copy from a physics book, a print out 
from a photo I took, a graph, and finally some 
encaustic wax on the very bottom that is scored 
with broken line and embedded with black ink. This 
collage assembled onto Renaissance drawing paper. 
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Sword into All Flesh  
2007, 30x22”, Monotype 
The idea of a sword as a sign has many applications 
in the prophecies of Isaiah. Some of the references 
point to the tongue of the Messiah; others speak of a 
later terrifying end judgment. In all of these 
references are prophetic wake-up calls. This print is 
the last evolution of the experiments I did earlier 
exploring the knife form, which penetrates to speak. 
The texture in the vertical forms was made by 
crumpled wax paper that had been previously run 
through the press and then discharged again onto 
this paper. 
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Bound and Determined  
2007, 30x22”, Monotype with paper and wax 
inclusion 
Another print that was derivative from an earlier 
pull, this piece has the atmospheric haze of spent 
ink. The brayer markings that were added onto the 
bottom to bring up the values went down onto a 
plate already wet with mineral spirits. A rag helped 
bring out the high key whites hovering over the 
rolling forms. Lastly bent and tangled strings of 
yellow paper were added as a stencil before 
printing. When the print was pulled and I started to 
lift off the thin yellow paper, I decided that it 
looked interesting set back down in a juxtaposed 
position. It had some 3D quality to it at this point, 
so I secured it to the paper partially with wax. The 
imagery suggests to me a timeless movement. 
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Pick Up Your Bundle  
  
2006, 30x22”, Monotype with red ink pen and sumi 
ink wash 
I began this monotype in 2005. The first visual 
result was exciting to me and came out of an 
experiment using twine and old sticks as stencils. 
The bottom ground was textured using crumpled 
foil. Parts of this area were then punched up with 
red ink. The values on this piece were weak, 
however. So, in 2006 I worked into it, adding some 
more layers of the crumpled foil and taking them 
deliberately out of the margins of the original plate. 
A sumi ink wash at the top set the background back. 
The title, discovered after the print was made, 
comes from an astounding verse in Jeremiah 
10:17,18.23 Return to detail, p.29 
                                            
23 Being spoken as a rebuke toward hope to Israel, “Pick up your bundle from the ground you who dwell under siege…” continuing, that you “may be found.” 
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El Olam  
2006, 30x22.” Brayer discharge with encaustic wax 
There is a new name for God, revealed to Abraham 
in Genesis 21 after a dispute at Beersheba. A peace 
agreement is made, and after the parties leave, 
Abraham has his own private ceremony, plants a 
tree and calls upon the “Everlasting God”. The 
Hebrew word here is El Olam and it means literally 
“concealed, vanishing point” (Strongs 86). I have 
loved this passage where Abraham, worshiping, 
learns more depth about the character of the God he 
follows. When this brayer discharge appeared on 
the paper with the strong horizon line and the 
fractured particles above and below, I knew I had a 
place to embellish the semblance of vanishing point 
with layers of wax, embedded with blue and red oil 
paint lines. Return to p.35 
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Veil  
2007, 30x22” Monotype 
This print was made by two separate passes of the 
twenty-inch brayer onto an eighteen-inch Plexiglas 
monotype plate that was then run through the press. 
The under layer was a simple blue solid inking. The 
top layer was a mixed brown that had been 
modulated with miracle gel reducer and mineral 
spirits, then left for several moments. I wasn’t sure I 
would get anything as the blue ink was very plain 
and the brown ink was very thinned, but lifting the 
blankets showed a stunning mix of depth and 
intricacy. 
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Cuttings  
2004, 30X11”, Collograph with intaglio inserts 
The plate for this collograph was Rives BFK paper 
that had been covered with gesso and then marked 
up with a bamboo stick. It was then dried and 
coated. The texture reveals tiny crazing marks that 
add to the character of this piece. As mentioned in 
the body of this thesis, the knife form was an 
intaglio inset. It is placed here above and below the 
downward flow of the text forms, as if to suggest an 
established, then actualized event with the knife in 
time. 
Return to detail, p.32 
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Parenthesis 2  
2007, 30x11”, Monotype 
The idea behind this print, and I did several of them, 
was the concept of the mercy in time. Though I am 
impatient about God’s dealings to resolve, yet there 
is an extreme mercy in the slow moving of time that 
provides days and days of opportunity for 
reflection. Between the already determined 
outcomes and the not yet fulfilled events there is a 
parenthesis of hope. The forked landscape line was 
inspired by a similar mark in an abstract print done 
by Michael Mazur (Hansen, color plate 35). 
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Time and Mercy  
2005, 30x11” Collograph with collage 
This print is an earlier version of the same idea of 
time being mercy. The ground for this print is a 
paper collograph textured with joint compound that 
provides a visual for gravity and entropy. Collaged 
onto it is graph paper marked as if it is a calendar of 
days falling down, some past, one present, and 
some future. The print was pulled onto a delicate 
Thai rice paper. 
Return to p.30 
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Bruised Reed 
2007, 30X11”, Collograph 
Taking three collograph paper plates, I constructed 
this piece, overlaying colors and running it through 
the press four times. The twine is the only constant, 
kept as a stencil through each press pull. The central 
black inset plate was first made from the direct 
impression of a pile of wind-strewn straw. The idea 
is a meditation on mercy found in Isaiah’s prophecy 
“A Bruised reed He will not break, and a dimly 
burning wick He will not extinguish…” (Isaiah 
42:3). I am thinking here about the agent of 
catalysis who Himself enters into the chaos in a 
point of time and takes on the brunt of the 
dissolution. 
Return to p.33 
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Taking Root 
2007, 30x11”, Monotype 
Inspired by some panels I saw in Song Zhuang, 
China, this print visualizes layers of ground and 
atmosphere. The roots in the dark middle layer are a 
progression of expectation in time.
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Breath  
2007, 30x11”, Collograph 
I knew as soon as I pulled this simple print that I 
had something special. This comes from a paper 
collograph into which I had embedded tiny organic 
fibers. They held the ink in a most delicate manner. 
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Kept  
2005, 30x11”, Collograph with intaglio inset and 
frottage 
This early print I select as the capstone for the 
narrow “core sample” monotypes in this show. It is 
an obvious visual bookend for CUTTINGS. 
Conceptually it finishes the set. The ancient knife 
remains buried in the ground. There is a flow 
around it, but it is sealed and set in a cosmic larger 
ground. The red lines, frottaged, or transferred into 
place were inspired from a Duccio Madonna I saw 
in a lecture. The fluidity of the line transported me, 
and I wanted to see it again, again, and again.
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APPENDIX: Words about “The Way In” 
HUMILITY: 
• “No one gets out of here alive.” Woody Allen 
• “Tragedy begins, not with a misunderstanding of words, but with a misunderstanding of silence.” H.D. Thoreau 
• “…all things are open and laid bare to the eyes of Him with whom we have to do.” Hebrews 4:13 
• “Is it not penetrating to realize that God knows who we are, and the kennels we crawl into!” Oswald Chambers 
• “We need to clean our windows, so that things seen clearly may be freed from the drab blur of triteness.” J.R.R. 
Tolkien 
• “But it is my nature always to anticipate more than I realize.” E. Dickinson 
• “Art is the only profession where you set yourself up day after day to fail.” Robert Henry 
• “What is essential is invisible to the eye.” The Fox in Le Petit Prince, Antoine de Sainte Exupéry 
•  “…there comes a time when the answer appears like an apple on the head and says ‘here I am.’ Albert Einstein 
• “Being right can stop all the momentum of a very interesting idea.” Robert Rauschenberg 
• “Creative ideas are not under our control, they require a certain attitude on our part.” Mary Henle 
• “You are witnesses against yourselves.” Joshua 24:22 
WONDER: 
• “…falling down, yet having his eyes uncovered…”Numbers 24: 4,16  
• ”Hours are leaves of life and I am their gardener…each hour falls down slow.” Susan Morrison, age 11 
• “Time is what prevents everything from happening at once.” John Archibald Wheeler 
• “I’m not smart, I try to observe. Millions saw the apple fall but Newton was the one who asked why.” Bernard Baruch 
• “Nature is a school of desire.” Ralph Waldo Emerson 
• “With all your science, can you tell me how it is and where it is that light comes into the soul?” H.D. Thoreau 
  63 
• “True seeing is believing what sight can never prove.” W.H. Auden 
• “Behind beauty is the fact of beauty.” Robert Mueller 
• “Every aesthetic decision is ultimately ethical in origin.” Robert Motherwell 
• “If you get too heavy about these things you don’t communicate, but if you’re flip…then you do…that’s one of the 
paradoxes I’ve had to come to terms with.” Bono 
• “And he will delight in the fear of the Lord.” Isaiah 11:3 
COURAGE: 
• “The Greek word for action means to be driven out of oneself.” Merold Stern 
• “Courage is fear that has said its prayers.” Diane Sawyer interviewing Jessica Lynch 
• “Art, like morality consists in drawing the line somewhere.” G.K. Chesterton 
• “They looked to Him and were radiant and their faces shall never be ashamed.” Psalm 34:5 
PERSEVERANCE: 
• “Don’t mistake the menu for the meal.” Bruce McGrew 
• “Artwork is what you do to go deep diving in-to handle material which would otherwise be overwhelming.” Pat the 
psychologist, in the George Morrison Master Class 
• “Honor Thy error as hidden intention.” Brian Eno, U2 
• Every work of art symbolizes an infinite background of thought…” Robert Motherwell 
• “A word is worth a thousand pictures.” Robert Mueller 
• “I think I have told you, but if I have not, you must’ve understood, that a man who has a vision is not able to use the 
power of it, until after he has preformed the vision on earth for people to see.” Black Elk 
• “Those who hopefully wait for Him will not be put to shame.” Isaiah 49:23 
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